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Booksurge Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 262 pages. In her new book
Entrepreneur Journeys, Forbes columnist and serial entrepreneur Sramana Mitra presents an
intimate glimpse into the world of technology start-ups. Through her candid conversations with
some of the most innovative practitioners of our times, Mitra captures the stories of entrepreneurs
that have come before to offer readers an inside view of how to navigate an entrepreneurial path. A
renowned strategist, Mitra combines the knowledge captured in each interview with her own
pointed analysis and keen synthesis to illuminate the way for others. With unassuming candor yet
probing insights, Journeys reads more like a series of short stories and dinner conversations than
what it really is: the quintessential foundation of any entrepreneurs library. Editorial Reviews:
Sramana Mitra is herself a symbol of everything that is great about America: a geek, an
entrepreneur, an immigrant, a leader. In Entrepreneur Journeys she has taken on the task of
modeling how entrepreneurs transform economies into resilient, growing systems that provide a
future for our children. - Stewart Alsop, Venture Capitalist Entrepreneurship is not a career. It is a
way of life. And what better way to learn about it than to listen...
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This published pdf is fantastic. Sure, it really is enjoy, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. I found out this publication from my dad and i
suggested this pdf to learn.
-- B ur dette B uckr idg e-- B ur dette B uckr idg e

Absolutely essential study book. It normally fails to price excessive. I realized this ebook from my dad and i encouraged this publication to find out.
-- Ma r iela  Str om a n-- Ma r iela  Str om a n
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